
Model Name:
Series:

System Type:
Frequency Response:

Sensitivity:
Woofers:

Midrange:
Tweeter:

DSP Active Crossover Freq …
Crossover Filters:

Ampli�er Power Model 6α :

Model 8α :
(includes 2 additional

amps for center channel)
Cabinet/Color:

Grille:
Dimensions:

Weight:
Warranty:

LIMITED EDITION SIGNATURE SV REFERENCE SERIES

SVTRS TOWER SPEAKERS

SPECIFICATIONS

SVTRS LE
Signature SV Reference
Limited Edition Three-way Modular Tower Monitor System
17Hz-35kHz (±3dB)
94dB (2.83V @ 1 Meter)
(4) 12" (305mm) Reference Aluminum Cone Subwoofers
(3) 8" (203mm) Aluminum Cone
(1) 4.72" X 1" (120mm x 25mm) Air Motion Transformer
100Hz, 2000 Hz
FIR Linear Phase
12dB/Octave 108dB/Octave
Model 6α
1500W x 2 (Woofer)
500W x 2 (Miderange)
250W x 2 (Tweeter)
Model 8α
500W (Woofer)
250W (Tweeter)
Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF)/Standard High-gloss Black
Black Fabric
15-3/16" W x 92" H x 22-3/16" D
(386mm W x 1981mm H x 564mm D)
410 lbs. (186 kg)
5 Years

THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN DISCONTINUED DECEMBER 2021

The pinnacle, you've reached it. Each pair of staggering 92-inch tall,
Limited Edition ultimate modular towers commemorates RBH Sound's
45th anniversary. Only 20 pairs of these breathtaking mega-pillars will
be built. Four powerful SV-1212NR subwoofers with two exceptional
SV-831R modules are brought together to create these modular
towers. Proprietary reference high-excursion 12-inch aluminum cone
subwoofers pair perfectly with 8-inch aluminum-cone mid-bass
woofers arranged in a format we call “dispersion averaging alignment.”
This format reduces the typical sound interference traditional speaker
alignment is plagued with. The Aurum Cantus Air Motion Transformer
(AMT) tweeter utilizes a �exible, ultralight-weight aluminum diaphragm
carefully folded and then suspended in a highly saturated magnetic
�eld, resulting in extremely detailed and controlled upper-frequency
response even at high power and SPL levels.

The pair of modular towers is powered by the included RBH 6α six-
channel ampli�er, providing two channels at 250 Watts each for the
AMT tweeters, two channels at 500 Watts each for the 8-inch woofers,
and two channels at 1,500 watts each for the 12-inch subwoofers. Yes,
that's 2,250 watts RMS per tower! Also included is Marani's �agship
DSP management processor which provides active crossover
management with linear phasing for perfect time alignment at the
listening position.

For safety, steel plates on back securely hold the SVTRS together. All
housed in spectacularly high-gloss cabinets �nished with eight layers
of hand-polished polyester paint.

The SVTRS Limited Edition is so detailed, so controlled, and so sonically
accurate that it will simply leave you in awe. Each system includes a
commemorative plaque on back signed by RBH Sound’s founder Roger
B. Hassing, and each set is delivered, set-up and calibrated on-site by
an RBH Sound team member to ensure your experience is nothing but
perfect.


